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The Impact Investment market is growing…

Asset allocations by stage of business, 2020 

Increasing allocation to listed markets 

Source: GIIN Impact Investor Survey 2020 

Asset allocations 2015-2019 by stage of business 
n= 252,  AUM = $105 bn n= 53,  AUM in USD millions

CAGR
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Who is making Impact Investments?

Capital invested by institution type 

Fastest growth in foundations and family offices, but pockets of interest broadly

Source: GIIN 

Growth in capital invested, CAGR 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Impact is a key motivation for Institutional and end 
investors
Institutional investors 
Q. What is driving your sustainable investment focus? 

Source: Schroders Institutional Investor Study 2022. 
% Multiple answers allowed. *These options were not included in previous years.  

End investors 
Q. Are you attracted to sustainable funds? 

Positively impact  
people and planet  

through sustainable 
investments*

Aligning to  
corporate /  

internal values

Regulatory
and industry  

pressure

Risk 
management*

2022202
12020

Source: Schroders Global Investor Study 2022. Figures in this document may not add up to 
100% due to rounding and the ability to select multiple answers to some questions. 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The rise of impact investing as an approach to 
sustainability
Q. What is your preferred approach to implementing sustainable investments? 

Source: Schroders Institutional Investor Study 2022. Respondents ranked approaches from 1-6. This graph shows %Rank 1+2+3.  

Negative 
screening 

Active company 
engagement 

Impact 
investing

Positive 
screening

Thematic 
investing 

ESG integration into 
the investment process 

31 2 4 5 6
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Impact Investing in public markets

Are sustainable investments attractive? 

Strong appetite to invest with impact; much more potential in listed assets

Source: Schroders Global Investor Survey, GIIN, Refinitiv, Schroder calculations 

Investment by listed companies & impact funds, $bn 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What is Impact Investing?
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Source: GIIN, Schroders. 

“Investing into companies and assets with the intent to contribute to 
measurable positive social or environmental impact alongside 

financial returns”

Intentionality 
 

Investor must have an intention to 
have a positive social or environmental 

impact through investments

Additionality/contribution
 

Be able to demonstrate a contribution  
to impact (theory of change)

Measurability 
 

Commitment to measure and report the 
social and environmental performance 

and progress of underlying investments

Impact investments should have: 



Investment process

All holdings must pass the 
triple lens assessment to be 

considered for inclusion  
in an Impact Driven fund 

 

Source: Schroders. 

Triple lens assessment

Impact
– Impact scorecard
– Impact Assessment 

Group (IAG)
– Link to UN SDGs  

and impact  
themes

Sustainability 
–  Proprietary ESG 

assessment
– Good governance  
– Do no significant harm 

Financial Return
– Proprietary 

fundamental analysis

Impact 
Driven

Exclusion list
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Schroders Global Sustainable & Impact Product 
FrameworkSustainable Thematic vs. Impact Driven

1Impact Investing Institution definition. 2Global Impact Investing Network definition. 

 
 

Sustainable Thematic
 

Investment Proposition
– Financial returns through investments that 

contribute to societal or environmental goals1

 
Portfolio Characteristics
– Contribution alignment demonstrated at portfolio 

level

– Portfolios construction and selection based on 
alignment to relevant theme(s)/SDGs

 
 

Impact Driven

Investment Proposition
– Investments with intent to generate a positive and measurable 

societal or environmental impact, alongside financial returns2

Portfolio Characteristics
– Impact alignment demonstrated at security/transaction level by 

scoring higher than the minimum impact score/threshold

– Portfolio construction and selection required to meet the 5 dimensions 
of the IMP (Impact Management Project): 
What, How much, Who, Contribution and Impact Risks

– Investment process follows the 9 Operating Principles for Impact 
Management (OPIM)
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Impact Investing vs. the impact of investments
Terms often used interchangeably, leading to confusion

Valuing impacts of investments 

– Involves understanding the 
costs and benefits of issuers’ 
activities on the environment 
and society 

 
 
 
 
 

– Typically revenue-alignment 
to SDG or sustainable themes  

Thematic/SDG Alignment Generating and measuring “Impact”
– The concepts of intentionality, 

additionality and measurability are 
key

 

SustainEx ThemEx Impact Framework and 
Scorecard
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Schroders’ ambition: Scaling impact with integrity
Schroders framework brings best-in-class impact practice to listed and private markets

Impact Framework developed with leading impact investment manager BlueOrchard
Source: Schroders, BlueOrchard. 

Robust impact 
measurement and reporting

A proprietary impact scorecard 
established with BlueOrchard to 

assess and monitor the impact of 
all investments.

Independent governance 
and impact expertise 

Leveraging Schroders’ and 
BlueOrchard’s strong sustainability 
and impact expertise to ensure a 

high bar is met and applied 
consistently.

Consistent approach across 
asset classes

Same lens on impact applied across 
asset classes – bringing rigour of 

pureplay impact investing into 
private and listed markets. 

Impact management approach in 
line with industry best practice.
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Mitigating the risk of 
“impact washing” 

Source: Impact Principles; Impact Management 
Project; Schroders; BlueOrchard, 2022. 

Schroders’ 
Impact 
Investing 
framework

Impact 
governance

Impact 
measurement

Impact 
management 

– Impact Incubator meets with investment team to refine 
proposition

– Impact Assessment Group provide an independent 
assessment of impact for every transaction in both listed and 
private markets

– Impact Executive Committee ensures consistency of the 
impact assessment principles, process and tool(s) for impact 
strategies

– Consistent framework for assessing and quantifying 
impact through proprietary scorecard (applicable to listed and 
private markets and across sectors)

– Impact measurement based on the five 
dimensions of the Impact Management Project
(What; How much; Who; Contribution; Risk)

– Signatory to Operating Principles of Impact Management 
as of September 2022

– Leverage BlueOrchard’s impact investing expertise, tools, and 
resources
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A rigorous impact management process that is 
aligned to the Impact Principles 

Source: Impact Principles, Schroders, Center for Theory of Change. 

Theory of change with consistent SDG mapping

Consistent impact assessment process, including 
risk assessment 

Robust governance structure

Use of impact tool(s) that track and measure a set 
of common impact metrics 

Ongoing monitoring and refinement of impact 
management process

Regularly undergo independent impact verification 
of the overarching impact framework

Schroders’ impact strategies all have:

Impact 
management 
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Schroders alignment to Impact Principles

Strategic intent  
outlined in a 

theory of change 
and aligned to 

SDGs

Origination and 
structuring

impact scorecard 
including impact 

and ESG risk 
factors

Portfolio 
management
Progress on 

theory of change 
monitored over 

time

Impact at exit
consideration of 
sustainability of 

impact. Constant 
improvement of 
impact practices



Schroders Impact Scorecard
A proprietary scorecard to assess and monitor the impact 
of all investments

Standardized impact scorecard used to measure, track and drive engagement
Source: Schroders, BlueOrchard. 

Measurement 

Use of a range of insights to focus 
on specific KPIs for each 

investment 

Engagement

Using our influence to drive 
long-term impact engagement and 
facilitate change where necessary

Tracking

Regular tracking of 
KPIs in order to track  

both the trajectory and pace

Impact 
measurement
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How do you measure the 
degree of Impact?

https://impactfrontiers.org/norms/five-dimensions-of-impact/ 

Schroders proprietary Impact Scorecard

WHAT
What outcome the enterprise is 

contributing to? How important the 
outcome is to stakeholders?

WHO
Which stakeholders are experiencing the 

outcome? 
How underserved are they?

HOW MUCH
How many stakeholders experienced the 

outcome? 
What degree of change did they experience? 
How long did they experience the outcome?

CONTRIBUTION
Did the investment result in outcomes 
that were likely better than what would 

have occurred otherwise?

RISK
What is the likelihood that impact 
may be different than expected?

Impact 
measurement
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Objective IAG responsible for the approval of every company into the investable universe. Unanimous approval required from independent members 

Impact governance framework 

Independent governance to ensure the 
highest bar is met and applied consistently

Impact ExCo

Impact Assessment Group (IAG)

Impact Universe

Approval

Once a company has been approved, it meets all S&I requirements and fund managers can 
chose to invest in it with no further approval needs 

Impact ExCo ensures consistency in the impact assessment principles, process and tool(s) for impact strategies

Members Independent members include impact and sustainability experts from the Schroders Sustainability and Blue Orchard teams 

FrequencyAt least monthly   

Rejection 

Impact 
governance 
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Impact management
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Operating Principles for Impact Management (Impact Principles, IP) 

A rigorous impact management process that is aligned to the Impact Principles 

Source: Operating Principles for Impact Management (IP) 

Strategic intent Origination & structuring Portfolio management Impact at exit

Independent verification

1. Define strategic impact 
objectives consistent with 
investment strategy
 
2. Manage strategic impact on 
a portfolio basis

3. Establish manager’s 
contribution to the achievement 
of impact
 
4. Assess the expected impact of 
each investment, based on a 
systematic approach

6. Monitor progress of each 
investment in achieving impact 
against expectations and 
respond appropriately

5. Assess, address, monitor, and manage potential negative 
impacts of each investment

7. Conduct exits considering the 
effect on sustained impact
 
8. Review, document, and 
improve decisions and processes 
based on the achievement of 
impact and lessons learned

9. Publicly disclose alignment with the Impact Principles and provide regular independent verification of the alignment 



Why did we join OPIM?
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By becoming a signatory in September 2022, we have committed to robust impact 
management and reporting across our Impact Driven strategies

Our first independent verification in September 2023 will demonstrate our alignment and 
enable us to improve our practices.

Source: Schroders 

5 ADVANTAGES 
OF 

THE IMPACT 
PRINCIPLES 

Consistent 
approach

Beyond 
regulatory 

requirements

Transparency 
and disclosure

Asset class 
agnostic

Independent 
verification

Standardizing Impact 
Practices

Impact Principles are 
applicable across different 

asset classes, industries and 
institutions


